Abstract. We introduce a generalization of classical q-ary codes by allowing points to cover other points that are Hamming distance 1 or 2 in a freely chosen subset of all directions. More specifically, we generalize the notion of 1-covering, 1-packing, and 2-packing in the case of q-ary codes. In the covering case, we establish the analog of the sphere-packing bound and in the packing case, we establish an analog of the singleton bound. Given these analogs, in the covering case we establish that the sphere-packing bound is asymptotically never tight except in trivial cases. This is in essence an analog of a seminal result of Rodemich regarding q-ary codes. In the packing case we establish for the 1-packing and 2-packing cases that the analog of the singleton bound is tight in several possible cases and conjecture that these bounds are optimal in general.
Introduction
Consider a set of n football matches which each end in either a win, draw, or loss. How many bets are necessary for an individual to guarantee that they predict at least n´1 of outcomes of the games correctly? What about having at least n´k outcomes correct?
The above problem is the classical Football Pool Problem that has been extremely well studied for small specific values of n, as well as the generalization allowing for "more" possible outcomes [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . In particular, consider the hypercube H n,k , the k-dimensional hypercube with side length n. Then place H n,k on the lattice t0, . . . , n´1u
k and define the distance between two points in H n,k to be the Hamming distance between their coordinate representations. In other words, the Hamming distance is the number of places in which the coordinate representations of the points differ. An R-covering is a set of points S such that every point in the hypercube is within distance R of a point in S [10] . In the literature the minimum possible size of an R-covering has been the primary subject of interest, especially when R " 1. Similarly, a set T is an R 1 -packing if no two points are within distance R 1 of each other. In this case the primary object of study is the largest possible R 1 -packing [10] . For the remainder of this paper, we will focus on generalizations of the well studied cases where R " 1 and R 1 " 1, 2. Given the extensive research in the case where points can cover in all directions parallel to the axes, we instead consider the generalization where each point can cover in only a subset of these directions. In particular define an ℓ-rook to be rook which can cover in ℓ dimensions. More precisely, an ℓ-rook is a point in Z k along with a selection of ℓ out of k coordinates and this point covers exactly the points which differ in one of the ℓ chosen coordinates. For example a 2-rook in two dimensional space is a regular planar rook. Given this close relation with the chessboard piece, we use the terms "attack" and "cover" interchangeably. With this notion, we can now define the primary objects of study for this paper. Definition 1. Let n, k, ℓ be positive integers with k ě ℓ. Define a n,k,ℓ to be the minimum number of ℓ-rooks that can cover H n,k . Similarly define b n,k,ℓ to be the maximum number of ℓ-rooks in H n,k with no rooks attacking another. Finally, define c n,k,ℓ to be the maximum number of ℓ-rooks Previous research studies the case when k " ℓ. In particular, a n,k,k corresponds to a 1-covering while b n,k,k and c n,k,k correspond to a 1-packing and 2-packing, respectively. Furthermore c q,k,k corresponds to generalized q-ary Hamming-distance-3 subsets of H q,k , which are useful for error correcting codes. The most classical bound in the case of coverings is the sphere-packing bound. We give the analog in this case; our proof is nearly identical to the classical one. This determines a n,k,l to within a constant depending on l.
Theorem 2. We have n k ℓ pn´1q`1 ď a n,k,l ď n k´1 .
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction, there exists a covering S of H n,k with ℓ-rooks and |S| ă n k ℓpn´1q`1 . Since each rook covers at most ℓ pn´1q`1 points, it follows that S covers at most |S| pℓ pn´1q`1q ă n k points, which is a contradiction. To prove the upper bound, let S be the set of all points with first coordinate 0. Allow each point in S to attack in the direction of the first coordinate, and arbitrarily choose the other ℓ´1 directions in which it may attack and these rooks collectively cover the cube. Note that we do not utilize the last ℓ´1 dimensions for the upper bound.
Note that since the above theorem holds for ℓ " 1 and it implies that a n,k,1 " n k´1 . Given the triviality of this case, we consider ℓ ě 2 in the remainder of the paper. The analogous lower bounds for b n,k,k and c n,k,k comes from the classical Singleton bound [9] . The proof presented in the classical case can be adapted to this situation as well, however we rely on a more geometrical argument.
Theorem 3. For all positive integers n, k, and ℓ with k ě ℓ, we have
Proof. For b n,k,ℓ , consider all lines parallel to edges of the H n,k containing n points in H n,k . Note that there are kn k´1 such lines by choosing a direction and letting the remaining coordinates vary over all possibilities within the cube. Furthermore, no two ℓ-rooks can cover the same axis. Since each ℓ-rook cover ℓ axes, it follows that b n,k,ℓ ď kn k´1 ℓ
. Similarly, for c n,k,ℓ consider all planes passing through H n,k , parallel to one of the faces. Note there are`k 2˘n k´2 of these faces and each ℓ-rook covers`ℓ 2˘p lanes. If two rooks cover the same plane, then they intersect, and it follows that c n,k,ℓ ď p
(If ℓ " 1, the ℓ-rook does not determine a plane, so the proof does not follow.)
Note that c n,k,1 ď n k´1 as each 1-rook covers n points and the points these rooks cover are distinct. This can be achieved by putting 1-rooks on all points with the first coordinate 0 and having all rooks point in the direction of the first coordinate. Given this difference in behavior between ℓ ě 2 and ℓ " 1 for c n,k,ℓ , we assume that ℓ ě 2 for the remainder of the paper in this case as well.
In the remainder of the paper, we focus on the asymptotic growth rates of a n,k,ℓ , b n,k,ℓ , and c n,k,ℓ when k and ℓ are fixed and n increases.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 establishes the existence of such limits for all k and ℓ (with ℓ ě 2 for c k,ℓ ). Section 3 focuses on covering bounds and demonstrates that for ℓ ‰ 1 that the lower sphere-packing bound in Theorem 2 is never asymptotically tight. Furthermore, Section 3 proves that a k,ℓ Ñ 1 ℓ as k Ñ 8. Section 4 focuses on the packing bounds and demonstrates that b k,ℓ and c k,ℓ achieve the bounds in Theorem 3 in several possible cases. Finally, Section 5 presents a series of open problems regarding a k,l , b k,l , and c k,l .
Existence Results
The general idea for our proofs in this section is to demonstrate that a nm,k,ℓ ď m k´1 a n,k,ℓ for all integers m and then show that adjacent terms are sufficiently close. (The first inequality is reversed for b n,k,ℓ and a similar result holds for c n,k,ℓ .) For a n,k,ℓ and b n,k,ℓ , the first inequality is demonstrated using a construction of Blokhuis and Lam [1] whereas for c n,k,ℓ we rely on a different construction.
Theorem 5. For positive integers k ě ℓ, the limits
Proof. We first consider a k,ℓ . For ℓ " 1, a n,k,1 " n k´1 and the result is trivial. Therefore it suffices to assume that k ě 2. Using Theorem 2, it follows that 1 ℓ ď lim inf nÑ8 a n,k,ℓ n k´1 ď lim sup nÑ8 a n,k,ℓ n k´1 ď 1.
Now suppose that L " lim inf nÑ8 a n,k,ℓ n k´1 . Then for every ǫ ą 0, there exists an integer m such that
m k´1 ď L`ǫ 2 . Now consider the points px 1 , . . . , x k q in t0, 1, . . . , n´1u k such that
(This is the construction present in [1] .) Note that if a k-rook is placed at every point in this construction, all points are covered and that every point of an outer face of the hypercube has a axis "protruding" out of it. Therefore we can essentially blowup every point in H m,k to a copy of H n,k to create an H mn,k , mark all the corresponding H n,k in H mn,k that correspond to rooks from the construction of a m,k,ℓ and place ℓ-rooks within these H n,k corresponding to the points from the earlier construction. Then choose the ℓ axes for each of these rooks that corresponds to the orientation for the ℓ-rook in the original construction of H m,k in a m,k,ℓ . This gives a covering of H mn,k , so it follows that a nm,k,ℓ ď n k´1 a m,k,ℓ . Now consider a n`1,k,ℓ and a n,k,ℓ . If we let H n,k " t0, . . . , n´1u
k and H n`1,k " t0, . . . , nu k then we place the construction for a n,k,ℓ in t1, . . . , nu k . In order to cover the rest of the cube, place ℓ-rooks at every point with at least 2-coordinates being 0 and we choose the directions of the points arbitrarily. For the remaining k pn´1q k´1 points with exactly one 0 and we break into cases with points of the form pa 1 , . . . , a i´1 , 0, a i`1 , . . . , a k q. In order to cover these point we take all points such points with a i " 0 and place one axis of the ℓ possible in the direction of the pi`1q st coordinate where indices are taken mod n. These points together cover the H n`1,k and we have added on at most kn
Therefore it follows that a n`1,k,ℓ ď 2 k n k´2`a n,k,ℓ and thus
Thus for i ě mn it follows that
and since ǫ was an arbitrary constant greater than 0, the result follows. For b k,ℓ , an identical procedure demonstrates that
k´1 for all positive integers m and n. Furthermore the sequence
n k´1 is bounded due to Theorem 3 and note that
Thus taking L " lim sup nÑ8 b n,k,ℓ n k´1 and choosing ǫ ą 0 arbitrarily there exists an m such that
. Then for all i ě mn,
Since ǫ was arbitrary the result follows.
For the existence of c k,ℓ , we follow a similar strategy except we rely on a different construction for the initial inequality that allows only for prime "blowup" factors. This construction is closely related and motivated by the construction of general q-ary codes.
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Theorem 6. For positive integers k ě ℓ ě 2, the limit
Proof. Suppose p is prime and p ě k. Consider the set of points px 1 , . . . , x k q in H p,k that satisfy x k´1 " x 1`¨¨¨`xk´2 mod p and x k " x 1`2 x 2`3 x 3`¨¨¨`p k´2q x k´2 mod p. We will show that in this construction no two points are less than distance 3 apart. Suppose for sake of contradiction that there are two points A " pa 1 , . . . , a k q and B " pb 1 , . . . , b k q such that the distance between A and B is at most 2. If a i " b i for all t with 1 ď t ď k´2, then A " B. If a t " b t for 1 ď t ď k´2 except for i P t1, . . . , k´2u where a i ‰ b i , then a k´1 ‰ b k´1 and a k ‰ b k . Finally, we consider the case where a t " b t for 1 ď t ď k´2 except for i, j P t1, . . . , k´2u where a i ‰ b i and a j ‰ b j . If both of the last two digits match then a i`aj " b i`bj mod p and ia i`j a j " ib i`j b j mod p. Subtracting i times the first equation from the second yields pj´iq a j " pj´iq b j mod p or a j " b j mod p, which is impossible. Thus each pair of points in S differ by at least a distance 3. Furthermore note the set S has exactly p k´2 points. Now given a construction for c n,k,l in H n,k , we can blow up each point to a copy of H p,k (for p ą k and p prime). Then place the construction given above into each H p,k corresponding to marked points in the original construction. Orienting the set of points in each H p,k to match the original orientation of the corresponding point in H n,k , it follows that
n k´2 for all primes greater than k. Furthermore, note that
n k´2 is bounded above due to Theorem 3 and bounded below as it is positive. Let L " lim sup nÑ8 c n,k,ℓ n k´2 and thus for every ǫ ą 0 there is an m such that c n,k,ℓ n k´2 ą L´ǫ 2 . Now order the primes 2 " p 1 ă p 2 ă¨¨¨. Since lim iÑ8 p i`1 p i " 1 it follows that there exists j such that for i ě j,
k´2 . For every integer t ą p j n it follows that t P rp i n, p i`1 n´1s and
n k´2 ą L´ǫ, and since ǫ was arbitrary the result follows.
Bounds for Covering
Given the initial bounds from Theorem 2, it follows that 1 ℓ ď a k,ℓ ď 1. However, in general we demonstrate that a k,ℓ ‰ 1 ℓ , except for the trivial case a k,1 " 1. To do this it is necessary to "amortize" a result of Rodemich [8] which is equivalent to a n,k,k ě n k´1 k´1
. However the original proof given by Rodemich can be replicated for this situation and we reproduce the proof below for the readers convenience.
Theorem 7. Suppose that N ď n k´1 . Then for sufficiently large n, N k-rooks on a H n,k cover at most kNn´p
points.
Proof. The bound is clear when k " 1. For k " 2 note that N 2-rooks cover at most n 2´p n´Nq 2 " 2Nn´N 2 points as least n´N rows and columns are uncovered. Therefore it suffices to consider k ě 3. Furthermore, when N P r n k´1 k´1 , n k´1 s, we have kNn´p
ě n k so the bound holds in these cases. Hence, it suffices to consider N ď n k´1 k´1
.
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Now consider any set S of k-rooks with |S| " N. For any point P P H n,k define c j pP q to be the number of points of times that the point P is attacked in the j th direction. Furthermore define q pP q the number of directions that P is attacked in and define
pc j pP q´1q .
Furthermore define e i,j pP q to be 1 if P is covered in the i and j directions and 0 otherwise.
Finally define n j pP q " c j pP q´1 if c j pP q is positive and 0 otherwise. Therefore
e i,j pP q for points P that are attacked and suppose that S attacks the points T P H n,k . Summing over P P T yields
where we have defined n j " ÿ P PT n j pP q and e i,j " ÿ P PT e i,j pP q . Now we arbitrarily order the n k´2 planes in the pi, jq direction. For r th plane suppose there are a r rows in the i th direction with a point of S in them, b r rows in the j th direction with a point of S in them, and d r total points in this plane. Furthermore for convenience define α r " d r´ar and β r " d r´br . Then it follows that e i,j " ÿ Using
4
Here we have used the fact that n ÿ 1ďrďn k´2 α r`βr " n i`nj which follows from counting the number of points covered multiple times in the ith and jth directions. Summing over all i, j it follows that
Applying this inequality it follows that
it then follows that
n k´2 and therefore it follows that
Note the previous bound in general cannot be improved as a k`1,k`1 " 1 k when k is a prime power due to the existence of perfect codes [1] . Using this amortized version of Rodemich's result, we now prove a better lower bound for a k,ℓ .
Theorem 8. For every pair of positive integers pℓ, kq with ℓ ď k, we have
Proof. Suppose we have a configuration of N ℓ-rooks that covers H n,k . Since the ℓ " k case of Theorem 8 is established in by Rodemich's result [8] , it suffices to consider when k ą ℓ. In this case`k ℓ˘ą 1, so the right-hand side above is less than 1 ℓ´1
. Therefore, it suffices to consider the case N ď n k´1 ℓ´1
. We first prove the following lemma: Lemma 9. Suppose that a 1 , . . . , a n k´ℓ are nonnegative reals that satisfy
Proof. Consider the piecewise function f pxq defined by
Then f pxq is continuous and concave on the region r0, As. It follows that for A " ř n k´ℓ i"1 a i fixed, the left-hand side achieves its minimum when the a i are all equal to A n k´ℓ . Since , it follows that the left-hand side is at most n k´ℓ fˆA n k´ℓ˙" ℓnA´ℓ´1 n k´2 A 2 as required.
Now we proceed with the proof of Theorem 10. We consider the`k ℓ˘p ossible choices of direction for the ℓ-points separately. Label these, directions 1, . . . ,`k ℓ˘a rbitrarily. Each choice of direction corresponds to a choice of ℓ out of k coordinates, so there are n k´ℓ distinct dimension-ℓ hypercubes for each direction, and these collectively form a partition of the full H n,k . Order these ℓ-dimensional hyperplanes arbitrarily and let a i,j denote the number of ℓ-points in the j th hyperplane of the i th direction with points in that direction. Furthermore let A i " ř n k´ℓ j"1 a i,j . Since the`k ℓ˘d irections contain all points exactly once between them, ř p
, we have
for each i. Now invoking Theorem 6, the total number of cubes covered is bounded above by
It follows that
where we have used Lemma 9 and then the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Rearranging this gives pℓ´1qˆN n k´1˙2´ˆk l˙ˆℓ N n k´1´1˙ď 0. It follows that for all n, a n,k,ℓ ě 2n . Therefore, in the limit, a n,k,ℓ never achieves the lower bound of the sphere-packing bound.
However, despite the fact that a k,ℓ ‰ 1 ℓ for ℓ ě 2, we can show that as k gets large a k,ℓ in fact approaches 1 ℓ . In particular the portion of forced "overlap" of the attacking rooks goes to 0. For convenience, define f pkq to be the largest prime power less than or equal to k.
Theorem 11. For every pair of positive integers pk, ℓq, with k ě 2 and f pkq ě ℓ,
Proof. Take an integer n 1 ą f pkq ℓ
. We first construct a size-n 1 , dimension-k block from
rooks. In particular consider points that satisfy x 1`x2`¨¨¨`xk " i mod n 1 for 0 ď i ď r f pkq ℓ s´1 and then choosing the piℓ`1q st through ppi`1q ℓq th directions to attack for the points whose coordinate sum is equivalent to i where we take the specified direction mod n. Note that this block has an attacking line in every possible axis.
Since perfect q-nary covering codes exists for prime powers q (see [10] for example) and f pkq ď k, we have a k,k ď a f pkq,f pkq "
. Now we note using the size n 1 scaled blocks in place of points for a construction of a n 2 ,k,k , an H n 1 n 2 ,k can be tiled with at most
1˙p a n 2 ,k,k q ℓ-rooks, and the result follows from lim nÑ8 a n,k,k n k´1 " a k,k . Corollary 12. For every positive integer ℓ, lim kÑ8 a k,ℓ " 1 ℓ . 9 We end the section on packing with the specific case of a 3,2 that demonstrates that the bounds in the previous two theorems are not tight in general.
Theorem 13. It holds that a 3,2 ď 1 ? 2 .
Note that this bound is less than 3 4 , the bound achieved by Theorem 11.
Proof. Let pa, bq be any pair of positive integers that satisfies 2 ă a b ă ? 2`1, so that 4ab 2a´2b ě a`b. Consider a construction on H 2a`2b,3 . For 0 ď i ď 2a´1, 0 ď j ď 2b´1 we place a 2-rook at`i, j, t 2bi`j 2a´2b u˘that covers along the second and third coordinates and place a 2-rook at`2a`2b´j´1, 2a`2b´i´1, 2a`2b´1´t 2bi`j 2a´2b u˘which attacks along the first and third coordinates. We note that the points between these groups are distinct since the first coordinates between them never coincide. Now we claim that the uncovered squares in the plane z " k are contained in the union of 2b columns and 2b rows. Indeed, in each plane of this form, either 2a´2b rooks of the first type are covering in the second coordinate, or 2a´2b rooks of the second type are covering the third direction. Since the corresponding rooks are in distinct rows, the remaining plane can be covered via at most 2b 2-rooks, so this construction yields a covering of H 2a`2b,3 with at most 8ab`2b p2a`2bq " 4b 2`1 2ab 2-rooks. This yields an upper bound a 3,2 ď In order to prove this lower bound, we first introduce some algebraic lemmas:
Lemma 15. Suppose that c i , x i are nonnegative integers with c i P r0, ns, x i P r0, n 2 s for 1 ď i ď n and set C " ř n i"1 c i and X " ř n i"1 x i . Suppose that pn´c i´xi q pn´c i q ď X for each i. Then:
where t " X n 2 . Proof. Suppose we have x i , c i for which the minimum value of X`C is achieved. We first claim that it suffices to prove the statement when pn´c i q pn´c i´xi q " X for each i. To prove this take x i , c i such that C`X is minimized. For fixed x i , it suffices to consider the case where the c i are small as possible. The allowable range for each c i is the intersection of the intervals r0, ns and "
. Hence it suffices to set c i equal to max " 0,
. Now suppose that some c i is equal to 0 with 2n´x i´? x 2 i`4 X 2 ă 0. We claim that c j ą 0 for some j. Indeed, suppose otherwise. Then n pn´x i q ď X for each i, and summing over i yields n 3 ď 2nX, or X ě
, which is false in this case. So c j ą 0 for some j. But then we can simultaneously decrease x i and increase x j at the same rate until
" 0. At this point, c i " 0 still satisfies the required condition, but c j can be replaced with a c 1 j ă c j since x j increased. So, it suffices to prove the statement in the case that c i "
? x 2`c is convex for x ě 0 when c ě 0, it follows that the expression above is minmized when all but one of the x i are equal to one of the boundaries of the interval r0, n´X n s. Let A " t X n´X n u, so that there are A values i with x i " A. Then:
as required.
Lemma 16. Suppose that c i , x i are nonnegative integers with c i P r0, ns, x i P r0, n 2 s for 1 ď i ď n. Let C " ř n i"1 c i and X " ř n i"1 x i , and suppose that C ě X 2 and pn´c i´xi q pn´c i q ď X for each i. Further suppose that ř n i"1 pX´pn´c i´xi q pn´c iě
Proof. We take two cases based on the size of X. Let α "
ě αn 2 as required.
Case 2: X ď 2α 3 n 2 . Then consider the indices i for which c i ą maxt0,
u. For each such index i, decrease the c i until it equals this maximum. Repeat this procedure for all of the c i . Then, repeat the procedure described in Lemma 15 so that each c i is equal to
. Let C 1 denote the new sum of the c i . Then according to Lemma 15: . Indeed, note that:
. It follows that, in the process of decreasing
2p2n´X n q , the sum of the c i decreases by at least
as required. Hence:
where we here used t ď 2α 3
, and that:
is decreasing on p0, 0.4q with f`2 α 3˘"
α.
Lemma 17. Suppose that 0 ă X ď n 2 squares are marked in a nˆn grid, and in each marked square is written either the number of marked squares in the same row, or the number of marked squares in the same column. Then the sum of the written numbers is greater than
Proof. We claim that the sum of the reciprocal of the written numbers is at most 2n´X n . Indeed, for a marked square m i , let c i , n i denote the number of marked squares in the chosen and not chosen direction of m i respectively. Then:
ď 2n´X n Then the result follows from Cauchy-Schwarz, since:
Now we proceed to the proof of the lower bound. Suppose that there is a configuration of 2-rooks which covers an H n,3 situated at 1 ď x, y, z ď n in coordinate space. We may orient this configuration so that at least 1 3 of the rooks cover in the x and y directions. We call these rooks cross rooks, and all other rooks axis rooks. For each i, 1 ď i ď n,we denote by x i the number of axis rooks which lie in the plane z " i, and c i the number of cross rooks which lie in this plane. Let C " ř n i"1 c i , X "
. Note that we may assume c i ď n since n cross rooks can already cover a plane. We claim that, in the ith plane, at most n 2´p n´c i q pn´c i´xi q points are covered by rooks in that plane. Indeed, suppose that h i of the x i axis points choose to cover a row in z " i, and v i choose to cover a column, so that v i`hi " x i . Then at most c i`vi rows are covered by the rooks in plane i, and at most c i`hi columns are covered. Hence in total, at most:
points in plane i are covered by rooks in that plane as required. It follows that the remaining points in plane i must by covered by axis points from other planes, so that in particular X ě pn´c i q pn´c i´xi q for every i. Furthermore, due to the combination of lemmas 15, 16 it follows that:
Therefore, the x i , c i satisfy the conditions given in Lemma 16, so it follows that the total number of rooks used is:
Hence a 3,2 ě α as required.
Bounds for Packing
In this section we prove that
for certain special values of k and ℓ. We begin by demonstrating that this equality holds when ℓ divides k.
Theorem 18. For positive integers k, t, we have b kt,t " k.
Proof. By Theorem 3, it follows that b kt,t ď k. Therefore, it suffices to demonstrate that b kt,t ě k.
We prove this by demonstrating that b n,kt,t ě kn kpt´1q pn´1q k´1 through explicit construction. Consider points of the form px 1 , . . . , x t , x t`1 , . . . , x 2t , . . . , x kt q with 0 ď x i ď n´1 for 1 ď i ď kt. Define the L j block of points as the set of points that satisfy For each point in the L j block, place an ℓ-rook that attacks in the direction of the ppj´1q t`1q th coordinate to the jt th coordinate. Note that |L j | " n t´1 pn t´1 pn´1qq k´1 " n kpt´1q pn´1q k´1 and thus taking the union of these rooks for 1 ď j ď k it follows thaťˇˇˇˇk
k´1 .
Now we demonstrate that no point attacks another in the above constructions. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that R 1 attacks R 2 with R 1 P L i and R 2 P L j . If i ‰ j then note that R 1 and R 2 differ in at least one coordinate in x pi´1qt`1 , . . . , x it and at least one coordinate in x pj´1qt`1 , . . . , x jt . Since attacking rooks differ by at most 1 coordinate, such rooks R 1 and R 2 do not exist. Otherwise R 1 and R 2 both lie in L i . If these points differ in the coordinates x pi´1qt`1 , . . . , x it then they differ in at least two positions and therefore they cannot attack each other. Otherwise R 1 and R 2 differ outside of the coordinates x pi´1qt`1 , . . . , x it , and since R 1 and R 2 attack in these coordinates, R 1 does not attack R 2 and the result follows.
We can now establish a crude lower bound for b k,ℓ .
At this point, the only pairs of 2-rooks that attack other 2-rooks are the rooks from P that attack the rooks from S. But there are at most k´1 2 n k´2 points in S and each point in S lead to at most 1 offending point in P . Therefore we may simply remove these points to obtain a configuration of at least It follows that b k,2 " lim tÑ8 b pk´1q! 2 t,k,2 " k 2
, as desired.
Transitioning, we now determine c k,2 and c k,k . The second constant is known implicitly in the literature, but the proof is included in the following theorem.
Theorem 21. For all positive integers k, c k,k " 1 and for k ě 2, c k,2 "`k 2˘.
Proof. We begin by proving that c k,k " 1. By Theorem 3, c k,k ď 1. The construction that c k,k ě 1 is the exactly the one given in Theorem 6 as this demonstrates c p,k,k " p k´2 for primes p ą k. The result follows.
For the second part of the proof, note that c k,2 ď`k 2˘b y Theorem 3. Therefore, it suffices to demonstrate that c k,2 ě`k 2˘. To demonstrate this we prove that c n,k,2 ě`k 2˘`n´2`k 2˘˘k´2 for n ą 2`k 2˘. In particular, for i ă j, let A i,j be the set of points with i th and j th coordinates being 2i´2`pj´1q pj´2q and 2i´1`pj´1q pj´2q respectively, and other coordinates varying in the range rk pk´1q`1, n´1s. Note that 2i´2`pj´1q pj´2q and 2i´1`pj´1q pj´2q lie between r0, k pk´1qs and take each value in this range exactly one. Now for each point in A i,j , orient the corresponding 2-rook to attack in the direction of the i th and j th axes. No two points within a set attack each other as they differ outside the i th and j th coordinates and any pair of rooks from differing sets differ in at least 3 coordinates and therefore cannot attack each other. Therefore, the result follows by taking all A i,j where the 2-rooks in A i,j are directed to attack along the i th and j th dimension.
Conclusion and Open Questions
There are several natural questions and conjectures regarding the values of a k,ℓ , b k,ℓ , and c k,ℓ . The most surprising open question is the following.
Conjecture 22. For integers k ě 2, a k,k " 1 k´1
. Note that the above conjecture is known when k is one more than a power of a prime [1] , and the construction is essentially that of perfect codes. This construction implies that the first open case of this conjecture is a 7,7 . The most natural case when k ‰ ℓ and that is not covered by our result is a 3,2 .
Question 23. What is the exact value of a 3,2 ?
We end on pair of conjectures based on the results of the previous section, and in contrast to a k,ℓ we conjecture exact values for b k,ℓ and c k,ℓ that are upper bounds from Theorem 3. 
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